


1. 17 years history (since 2006)

2. AN ISO 9001-2015 REGISTERED COMPANY

3. Products covered 160 countries in Global market 

4. Focus on Rugged/Industrial/Medical/Marine/Vehicle Keyboards & Pointing Devices

5. Fast response, 
    professional technical consultants with decade-experienced engineers

6. Global exhibitions every year 
 



Key Technology was established in 2006, which is a company specializing in providing industrial/medical
/military keyboard/keypad/pointing device solution. Key Technology buildings a company name without 
cheap points and short-term short-cuts demands that we respect our employees, our customers and our 
partners. By keeping up an honest dialogue, both internally and externally, we get our organization to 
work together. This foundation is necessary for the forming of lasting partnerships, lasting commitment 
and lasting mutual gain.

KEY TECHNOLOGY CHINA LIMITED possess the professional experience and empirical knowledge to 
design, develop, manufacture, market and sell most complete line of vandal proof IP65/IP68 stainless 
steel keyboards, keypad, pointing devices, ATM PINPADs; Medical keyboards and Rugged keyboards 
etc. We are the one-stop-shop for your requirements of products services in the areas of industrial input 
devices to extent to immense international market. Satisfied KEY TECHNOLOGY CHINA LIMITED's 
customers include Finance, Aerospace, Chemicals/Petro, Food & Beverage, Healthcare, Telecom/Media,
High Technology, Transportation-Automotive, Manufacturing, Utilities & Resources, Pulp and Paper - 
Government/Defense, Universities and Academia, Museums/Public Displays and Miscellaneous 
industries.Active, positive, and works as a team is a special attribute of the people in KEY
TECHNOLOGY CHINA LIMITED. The purpose of the operation of the company is to create value, 
which is the creation of customer value, creation of employee value,and the creation of shareholder 
value. The principle of business is based on Righteousness, Integrity, Diligence and Thrift, which stands 
as our guideline of conduct in the future. By doing so, KEY TECHNOLOGY CHINA LIMITED is moving 
towards a global technology firm with an optimistic and long future.
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Company

B703, Building 1, Tianan Cyber Park, 
Huang Ge North Road, Longcheng 
Subdistrict, Long Gang District, 
ShenZhen, Guang Dong

Facotry

Floor 7, Building S8, Fenggang Tianan 
Cyber Park, No. 208 Fenggang Section, 
Dongshen Road, Fenggang Town, 
DongGuan, Guang Dong

Our Employees

KEY TECHNOLOGY CHINA LIMITED possess the professional experience 
and empirical knowledge to design, develop, manufacture, market and 
sell most complete line of vandal proof stainless steel keyboards, keypad, 
pointing devices, ATM PINPADs, Medical keyboards and Military 
keyboards etc.



K-TEK-V275TP-FN-BL-SC-FDT
K-TEK-V275TP-FN-BL-SC-DWP
scissors switch technology

Plastic Version(Wired)

K-TEK-M284TP-FN-BL-MS-IL-FDT
K-TEK-M284TP-FN-BL-MS
K-TEK-M284TP-FP-FN-MS-BL-FDT
K-TEK-M284TP-FP-FN-MS-BL
Industrial membrane switch technology
Fingerprint reader touchpad optional

Silicone Version

Plastic Version(Bluetooth)

K-TEK-V275TP-FN-BL-SC-WF-FDT
scissors switch technology 



K-TEK-M284TP-FN-BL-MS-IL-FDT



K-TEK-M284TP-FN-BL-MS-IL-FDT

- IP68 dynamic waterproof, fully-sealed 
- Tough touchpad for fast and accurate cursor position 
- With FN keys on the upper line for easy operation 
- Compact and ruggedized design 
- With adjustable standard red industrial backlighting
- Flat desk top version with VESA holes on the rear side for fixation
- FN + CLEAN key to lock the keyboard during cleaning process
- Industrial membrane key switch with short stroke (1.2mm) with rubber included
- USB/PS2 for optional
- Top panel mounted version optional
- Finger print reader function optional
- Custom layout available 





K-TEK-M284TP-FN-BL-MS



K-TEK-M284TP-FP-FN-MS-BL-FDT



K-TEK-M284TP-FP-FN-BL-MS-FDT

- With fingerprint reader function
- Tough touchpad for fast and accurate cursor position 
- With FN keys on the upper line for easy operation 
- Compact and ruggedized design 
- With adjustable standard red/white industrial backlighting
- Flat desk top version with VESA holes on the rear side for fixation
- Panel mount solution optional
- FN + CLEAN key to lock the keyboard during cleaning process
- Industrial membrane key switch with short stroke (1.2mm) with rubber included
- USB/PS2 interface for optional
- Custom layout available 



K-TEK-M284TP-FP-FN-MS-BL



K-TEK-V275TP-FN-BL-SC-FDT



K-TEK-V275TP-FN-BL-SC-FDT

- IP65 rated, fully-sealed 
- Tough touchpad for fast and accurate cursor position 
- With FN keys on the upper line for easy operation 
- With adjustable white/red industrial backlighting optional
- Flat desk top version with VESA holes/AMPS holes on the rear side for fixation
- FN + CLEAN key to lock the keyboard during cleaning process
- Drain hole on the back to prevent damage of liquids 
- 2 slots on the top and down side of the keyboard for easy rack-mounting
- Scissors switch technology with short stroke 1.2mm 
- Coiled cord, USB/PS2 for optional
- Custom layout available 
- MIL-STD-461G (EMC, EMI, EMS, ESD) and MIL-STD-810F (wide temperature, 
shock, salt mist, vibration, fungus, humidity) optional







K-TEK-V275TP-FN-BL-SC-DWP



K-TEK-V275TP-FN-BL-SC-DWP

- IP65 ruggedized plastic vehicle keyboard with touchpad
- Scissors switch technology 
- Fast and light typing experience
- Accurate cursor position 
- FN+Clean keys to freeze keyboard when cleaning
- Adjustable white or red backlit included
- Top panel mounted version, desktop version optional
- Customized layouts available
- Working temperature: -20°C to +65°C
 



K-TEK-V275TP-FN-BL-SC-WF-FDT



K-TEK-V275TP-FN-BL-SC-WF-FDT

- IP65 rated, fully-sealed 
- Tough touchpad for fast and accurate cursor position 
- With FN keys on the upper line for easy operation 
- Compact and ruggedized design 
- With adjustable white/red industrial backlighting optional
- Flat desk top version with VESA holes on the rear side for fixation
- FN + CLEAN key to lock the keyboard during cleaning process
- Drain hole on the back to prevent damage of liquids 
- 2 slots on the top and down side of the keyboard for easy rack-mounting
- Scissors switch technology with short stroke 1.2mm 
- Bluetooth wireless type 
- Custom layout available 







These keyboards are all designed for vehicle mobile mount. They are the top 
choices for inputing devices in cars, trucks, vans, fleet vehicles, just to name a few. 

Choose from several different materials as well as different price range, feasible to 
fit projects with different budgets. 

Comfortable typing experiences with excellent tactile feedback also serves highest 
level of accuracy. 

Built to tackle with kinds of emergency situations in cars/vehicles.

Reliable solution, life-time technical consultant. 

Offer repairs for every product. Bring down the expense of maintenance. 

17 years of proof/experience in the field, you can trust us. 



Contact info - 

Lois Chan | Sales Manager
Key Technology China Limited
T: 0086-755-84530763 ext 8030 
E: sales05@key-tek.cn
Skype: keytechnologychinalimited05/sales05@key-tek.cn


